FREIGHTLINER
B U S I N E S S C L A S S ® M 2 10 6 V

FOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRING FRONT ENGINE PTO
AND/OR FRONT FRAME EXTENSIONS

The Business Class® M2 106V features a front engine PTO provision
making it ideal for special applications such as refuse collection,
Freightliner’s Business Class® M2 106V is a model of versatility. It can
be equipped with a front engine PTO for powering snowplows, refuse
bodies, and other truck mounted equipment. Front frame rail extensions provide a solid mounting point for hydraulic pumps, winches,
front stabilizers and snowplows. Available with front suspension
ratings up to 20,000 lbs. and single or dual steering gears, it will take
on jobs previously unsuited for a truck its size.

spots. And a lightweight aluminum cab maximizes payload and easily
integrates with a wide variety of bodies and chassis-mounted equipment.
The Business Class M2 106V is built for reliability. It has a 1,000 sq. in.
radiator for improved cooling capacity, and the PTO shaft runs below the
radiator, not through it, for optimal cooling and reliability. The truck’s
multiplex wiring makes body installation easier and improves diagnostic
capabilities. With a bold new look and a broad range of horsepower
and axle ratings, the Business Class M2 106V is the perfect solution for
specialized applications.

But for all its power, the Business Class M2 106V is amazingly agile.
It features a wheel cut up to 55 degrees for getting in and out of tight

Lightweight aluminum
cab maximizes payload
and resists corrosion
Clean back-of-cab
option allows for
easy body installation

1,000 sq. in. radiator
keeps engine
cool under harsh
conditions

Hood-mounted mirrors
facilitate wide rear view

2,500 sq. in.
windshield provides
expansive view
7-inch round
halogen headlights
are easy to replace
Stationary
grille comes
standard

Front engine
PTO provision

Powder coated
steps offer
corrosion-resistance

Optional hood access
hatches are available to
order for easy fluid checks

Choose from single
or dual steering gears

Front frame
extensions
up to 24"

Some optional equipment is shown.

and frame extension options,
snow plowing, fire and emergency, crane and utility operations.
AVA I L A B L E W I N G D A S H
1

The optional wing dash is perfect
for the vocational operator who
uses switches and controls often
while operating body equipment.
Its ergonomic design brings controls and gauges closer to the driver
and provides space for up to eight
more switches or four more gauges.
Available in gray or wood grain.

FRONT ENGINE PTO PROVISION

The right configuration for the job.

2

Every job is different, so we created the Business Class M2 106V for
maximum customization. Front frame rail extensions are available in
6," 12" and 24" increments. To accommodate a variety of bodies,
exhaust stacks can be mounted vertically or horizontally. An easy-toreplace three-piece bumper comes standard with the option for a rigid

No matter what front engine PTO
is required, this truck can handle
it—thanks to a factory PTO
provision and front frame rail
extensions in 6," 12" and 24"
increments.

one-piece bumper for severe applications. There is a full range of
transmissions available, including Eaton Fuller manual, Allison automatic and Mercedes-Benz Automated Gear Shift. For information on
integrating bodies, go to http://M2BodyBuilder.Freightliner.com.

WHEEL CUT

Makes drivers more productive.

3

For maximum productivity, a truck must work in unison with the
driver. That’s what the Business Class M2 106V is all about. The available wing dash brings controls and gauges closer to the driver for

A 55-degree wheel cut means
excellent maneuverability for getting in and out of tight spots.

greater efficiency. The air-ride seat provides a smooth, comfortable
ride, and the advanced HVAC system and insulation package protect
against noise and temperature extremes. To reduce road vibration,
leaf spring cab suspension comes standard, with an option for air-ride
cab suspension. And for smoothing the ride on even the roughest

ENGINE

roads, choose from multi-leaf or taper-leaf front suspension and
TufTrac,® AirLiner® or walking beam rear suspension.

Manufacturer
Mercedes-Benz

Engine Type

Horsepower

4

Ft.-Lbs. Torque

MBE 906

190-260

520-700

MBE 926

280-330

800-1000

C7

190-300*

520-860

C9

335-400

1050-1100

Caterpillar®
*Up to 330HP for Fire & Emergency Service.

The Business Class M2 106V features the Mercedes-Benz MBE 900
family of engines, which offer excellent fuel economy and the best
power-to-weight ratio in the industry. The truck comes standard with
Freightliner’s proprietary 6.4-liter
MBE 906 engine, with an option to
order the 7.2-liter MBE 926 or a
variety of other engines to match
your horsepower and torque needs.

Mercedes-Benz MBE 900
family of engines

With a variety of cab configurations and optional equipment,
we’ll create a truck that’s perfect for your business.
I N T E R I O R CO N F I G U R AT I O N S

S TA N D A R D F E AT U R E S
•

6.4 liter MBE 906 engine

•

Front engine PTO provision

•

Stationary grille

dard, with a front bench seat available in day and crew cabs and a rear bench seat available

•

Leaf spring cab suspension

in the extended and crew cab.

•

1,000 sq. in. radiator

•

2,500 sq. in. windshield

•

Three-piece steel bumper

•

Aluminum fuel tanks

•

130 amp alternator

•

Engine shut-down protection system

•

Two cup holders molded into lower dash

•

Low profile dash

The Business Class M2 106V offers flexible seating options for any application. Air-suspended
and SCBA seats are available in most seating positions. A high-back air-ride driver’s seat is stan-

DAY CAB

26" EXTENDED CAB

48" CREW CAB

OPTIONS
•

7.2 liter MBE 926 engine

•

Caterpillar C7, C9 engines

•

Integral 6," 12" or 24" front frame extensions

•

Wing dash

•

Hood access hatches

•

Lower right-hand door Fresnel window

•

M2 Interior Convenience Package

•

One-piece 1/4" rigid bumper

•

Choice of transmissions: Eaton Fuller manual,
Mercedes-Benz AGS or Allison automatic

•

Manual transmissions available in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
and 11 speeds

•

RAM assist or dual power steering gears

•

Front axles rated from 10,000 to 20,000 lbs.

engineered standard interfaces for engine wiring, transmission wiring and lighting. Vehicle

•

Rear axles rated from 21,000 to 46,000 lbs.

Interface Wiring Connectors provide an easy “plug and play” point for body builders to connect

•

Flat-leaf and taper-leaf front suspensions

to body lighting components. These connectors eliminate the need for splicing and provide an

•

Mixed front suspension springs for plows/mixers

easy access point for wiring. Plus, they’re available in both high and low current options to meet

•

TufTrac, AirLiner or walking beam rear suspensions

the needs of all body builders. With the multiplex wiring system, body builders can modify PTO

•

In-cab controlled under-hood blend air door

interlocks with software instead of having to design a new harness.

•

Tire sizes up to 445/65R22.5

M U LT I P L E X W I R I N G

Multiplex wiring makes bodybuilding easy. To assist body builders, Freightliner has pre-
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FREIGHTLINER
B U S I N E S S C L A S S ® M 2 11 2 V

FOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRING FRONT ENGINE PTO
AND/OR FRONT FRAME EXTENSIONS

With front engine PTO and frame extension options, the Business
is the perfect solution for refuse collection, snow plows, mixers
If you’re looking for the perfect tool to match the job, look no further than

engines up to 410 horsepower and 1,550 foot-pounds of torque, the

Freightliner’s Business Class® M2 112V. It’s the ideal solution for vocational

Business Class M2 112V will take on your toughest challenges.

applications requiring a front engine PTO and front frame extensions.

Productive and reliable, the Business Class M2 112V features a light-

Using a front engine PTO, you can power a wide variety of equipment—

weight aluminum cab and a roomy interior. It easily integrates with

from mixers to refuse packers—and the front frame rail extensions

a wide variety of bodies and chassis-mounted equipment, and its

provide a solid mounting point for hydraulic pumps, winches, front

multiplex wiring system makes body installation simpler and improves

stabilizers and snow plows. The PTO shaft runs below the radiator,

diagnostic capabilities. Whatever the job, the Business Class M2 112V

not through it, so it won’t interfere with cooling. Available with

is ready and willing to take on the assignment.

Lightweight aluminum
cab maximizes payload
and resists corrosion
Clean back-of-cab
option allows for
easy body installation

1,200 sq. in. radiator
keeps engine
cool under harsh
conditions

Hood-mounted mirrors
facilitate wide rear view

2,500 sq. in.
windshield
provides
expansive view

Sloped hood
increases visibility

Stationary
grille comes
standard

Front engine
PTO provision

Powder coated steps offer
corrosion-resistance

Fresnel window
provides wide-angle
view of passenger side

Optional hood
access hatches are available
to order for easy fluid checks

Front frame
extensions
up to 24"

Some optional equipment is shown.

Class® M2 112V
and other vocational applications with high-horsepower needs.
AVA I L A B L E W I N G D A S H
1

The optional wing dash is perfect for the
vocational operator who uses switches
and controls often while operating body
equipment. Its ergonomic design brings
controls and gauges closer to the driver
and provides space for up to eight more
switches or four more gauges. Available
in gray or wood grain.

FRONT ENGINE PTO PROVISION

Choices. Choices. Choices.
The Business Class M2 112V is all about choices. To accommodate
a variety of equipment, front frame rail extensions are available in
12," 18" and 24" increments. For ease of body installation, there are
many mounting configurations for exhaust stacks, including vertical or horizontal. Choose from the easy-to-replace three-piece
steel bumper that comes standard, or opt for the rigid one-piece

2
Factory PTO provision coupled
with a variety of front frame
extension increments allows for
ideal packaging and protection
of whatever front engine PTO
is required.

bumper for severe applications. Select from a full range of transmissions—from an Eaton Fuller manual to an Allison automatic—
each with PTO capabilities. For information on integrating bodies,
go to http://M2BodyBuilder.Freightliner.com.

S TAT I O N A R Y G R I L L E

Functionality meets drivability.

3

The Business Class M2 112V may appear to be all business, but at
heart it’s highly drivable. The available wing dash brings controls and
gauges closer to the driver; the air-ride seat assures a smooth, comfortable ride; and an advanced HVAC system and insulation package

With a standard stationary grille,
the M2 112V is equipped to
handle all types of front end
equipment while providing
adequate clearance.

protect against noise and temperature extremes. To reduce road
vibration, leaf spring cab suspension comes standard, with an option
for air-ride cab suspension. And for smoothing the ride on even the
roughest roads, choose from multi-leaf or taper-leaf front suspension and TufTrac,® AirLiner® or walking beam rear suspension.

Manufacturer

Engine Type

Horsepower

Ft.-Lbs. Torque

Mercedes-Benz

MBE 4000

350-370

1350-1450

C9

335-400

1050-1100

C11

305-370

1050-1350

C13

335-410

1450-1550

Caterpillar®

ENGINE
4
Freightliner’s proprietary 12.8 liter
Mercedes-Benz MBE 4000 engine
leads its class in power-to-weight
ratio, which means great fuel
economy and low operating costs.

Mercedes-Benz MBE 4000

With so many options available, we’ll build a truck
that’s just right for your business.
I N T E R I O R CO N F I G U R AT I O N S

S TA N D A R D F E AT U R E S
•

12.8 liter MBE 4000 engine
– Exhaust brake and compression brake combination

seats are available in most seating positions. A high-back air-ride driver’s seat is standard, with a

•

Front engine PTO provision

front bench seat available in day and crew cabs and a rear bench seat available in the extended

•

Stationary grille

and crew cab.

•

1,200 sq. in. radiator

•

Low profile dash

•

2,500 sq. in. windshield

•

Air-ride driver’s seat

•

Three-piece steel bumper

•

Aluminum fuel tanks

•

130 amp alternator

•

Engine shut-down protection system

•

Two cup holders molded into lower dash

The Business Class M2 112V offers flexible seating options for any application. Air-suspended

DAY CAB

26" EXTENDED CAB

48" CREW CAB

M U LT I P L E X W I R I N G

OPTIONS
•

Caterpillar C9, C11, or C13 engines

•

Integral 12," 18" or 24" front frame extensions

•

Wing dash

•

M2 Interior Convenience Package

•

One-piece 1/4" rigid bumper

•

Choice of transmissions: Eaton Fuller manual
or Allison automatic

•

Manual transmissions available in 10, 11, 13
and 18 speeds

•

Front axles rated from 12,000 to 20,000 lbs.

•

Rear axles rated from 23,000 to 58,000 lbs.

Multiplex wiring makes bodybuilding easy. To assist body builders, Freightliner has pre-

•

Flat-leaf or taper-leaf front suspensions

engineered standard interfaces for engine wiring, transmission wiring and lighting. Vehicle

•

Mixed front suspension springs for plows/mixers

Interface Wiring Connectors provide an easy “plug and play” point for body builders to connect

•

TufTrac, AirLiner or walking beam rear suspensions

to body lighting components. These connectors eliminate the need for splicing and provide

•

Driver-controlled differential lock for traction control

an easy access point for wiring. Plus, they’re available in both high and low current options to

•

In-cab controlled underhood blend air door

meet the needs of all body builders. With the multiplex wiring system, body builders can modify
PTO interlocks with software instead of having to design a new harness.
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